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Editorial note:
In this issue you will find some historical correspondence. Mistakes in spelling are not
corrected because we wanted the correspondence as authentic as possible.
Please keep in mind that English is not the native tongue of the majority of the
correspondents. Style of writing and grammar may differ from what you are used to.
Special thanks to Pat Ferrell for historical correspondence and information.
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THE END IS NEAR…..
Well ,not my end I hope but the end of the year 2006
The first year of the United Shelties Magazine and I am proud .
The magazine is appreciated by a lot of people and my mailbox contains hundreds of
supportive emails from all over the world.
Appreciation for nice photos, stories and information and no costs.
We will continue on this path and even try to expand and improve our path into a road. A road
without toll charges or border crossings.
A global road without roadtaxes nor too many traffic controls.
There have been some attempts to block the path we are going. Attempts from people who
don’t like what we are doing because they don’t like it when they lose control.
Thanks to the common sense of some others however, who support the freedom of speech and
thinking, our path has been cleared and we are able to continue with what we are doing.
Thank you !!
Last but not least I wish all of you a

MERRY CHRISTMAS and all the best for the NEW YEAR
BOAS FESTAS

Charles Feijen, Portugal
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PETS AS THERAPY
Here in UK, the PETS AS THERAPY organization was started in 1983. At first it
was part of the Pro Dogs (Public Relations Organization for dogs) which was founded by
Lesley Scott Ordish in 1976 ,but became a separate
organization about ten years ago.
Basically, the organization promotes good dog care and the
therapeutic advantages of a pet to the elderly, sick and
handicapped.
There are Pets as Therapy (affectionately know as PAT)
coordinators all around the country, and if you have a
suitable dog (or cat) the coordinator will arrange a
temperament test for a dog that is recommended. Health
checks are also compulsory.
Once registered as a PAT dog, the coordinator of your area will suggest to you some Nursing
Homes, schools or hospitals in your area that you might like to visit, who have asked for a
PAT dog to visit. A weekly visit is then appreciated.
18.000 dogs have been registered by PAT since its early beginnings, and there are currently
3.500 active PAT dogs visiting here in UK.
There are fundraising events to help support this organization each year- the biggest being
‘The Walk Over Britain’ where each coordinator will arrange a dog walk for members of their
area. Sometimes celebrities join in with their pets, or will turn up to start a walk off.
PAT dogs are also represented at Crufts each year-where you will find a helpful team at the
PAT booth.
Each registered PAT dog receives an engraved ID disc and /or photo tag. Bright yellow leads
and collars with PAT printed on them are also available- as are little fluorescent coats. Of
course- the PAT dog owner can also dress with a PAT sweatshirt or T-Shirt.
My first registered PAT dog joined me on visits to a Nursing
home here in Weston-super-Mare fifteen years ago. He was the
dog I talked about in the last ‘United Shelties Magazine’, who
had taken part in the ‘Discover Dogs’ at Crufts from its
beginnings.
This dog was a ‘once in a lifetime dog’ and was perfect for the
job as a PAT dog. He instinctively knew which residents
wanted to cuddle him, and which resident needed to be
cheered-up, and it was such a joy to see the smile appear on the
face of a resident as that gorgeous warm bundle of fur gently lay next to them.
He knew where each of the residents usually sat in the lounge –as they all had their favourite
places, and would look for them as we entered. His tail would be wagging frantically and his
eyes glistening with enthusiasm.
There were sad times too though- when a chair was suddenly empty. That dog would go and
sit by the empty chair and lower his head. He was truly amazing.
In recent years, I have had two more registered PAT dogs. Roxy and Sophie. I’m sure that
Roxy ‘only goes for the biscuits’ Ha! Ha!
But Sophie moves from resident to resident and sits by each person’s legs to be patted.
They continued the visits to the same Nursing Home as my first PAT dog had visited until it
closed recently.It is certainly a worthwhile organization, and I was proud to be a part of it for
many years.Learn more by visiting the PAT web Site-http://www.petsastherapy.org/
Jan Grice UK
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July 8,1925 Montrose Dog Show, Mr. Tait Judge
“W.M. Saunder's Farburn Captain, very nice sable and white in grand coat and bloom, long
head, lean skull, good eye and expression, showed well. Alex Yale's Roy of Fetlar, black and
white good head, ears and tail carriage, wants time to mature. Dr. Tod and Mrs. D.
MacGregor's Chestnut Magnet, very nice tricolour, in good bloom fine long head and Collie
expression, will do better later. G. B. Caird's Chestnut Blossom, tricolour of merit, nice size,
grand coat, full of Collie type. A. G. Thomson's Tibby, good body, legs and fronts, perhaps a
little heavy in ears, nice head and eye. G. B. Caird's Chestnut Bud, the Ayr ch. Cert. Winner,
was outstanding, excellent, body and tail carriage, long lean head, neat ears, beautiful soft
expression, in capital coat. Dr. Tod and Mrs. MacGregor's Redbraes Rollo, flashily marked
tricolour, good body and nice size, long lean head, good eye, needs time. A. Yale's Bobby
Dazzler, reported on at Perth. Mrs. J. C. Ramsay's Fresta, very nice little tricolour, good head,
neat ears. Jas. B. Belford's Farburn Elma, very smart
and showy, good front and bone, short of coat today.”
July 29, Musselburgh, N.B. Show, Mr. A. Watt Judge.
“Shetland Sheepdogs-Farburn Captain, excellent
head, ears, and expression, capital body, coat, and stern.
Redbrae's Sunlight, nice head and ears Redbrae's
Magda, lovely bead and expression, neat ears, good
body and bone, in nice coat. Teviot Sensation, grand
coat, very nice head and ears, perhaps a shade low in
front. Redbrae's Revival, very typical, good class of
skull, and rare good expression. Redbrae's Rollo, good
head, expression, and body, not so good in front. Aberlady Cabin Boy, good head, just trifle
big, did not show too well. Aberlady Wendy, ideal size, very nice head, not in full coat.
Teviot Flora, very typical tricolour, capital head and ears, full of character, gets tail high at
times, wants more body.”
Shetland Sheepdog Shearings
“Just as he was about to sail last week for California Mr. G. B. Caird was persuaded
by Dr. Margaret Tod to part with Chestnut Blossom, which Mr. Caird originally inteneded to
take with him. Blossom is now at Dr. Tod's beautiful home at Clerwood. The partnership
between Dr. Tod and Mrs. MacGregor has been dissolved, and their respective studs will now
be owned individually as before. Another of Mr. Caird's last sales before leaving this country
was that of Chestnut Bud's brother, whose new owner is Mrs. Baker, of the well-known
Houghton Hill House Stud.
This has been a rather bad year, so far, in the way of Sheltie show support, and I am
therefore all the more glad to hear from Mr. Pierce that there is every likelihood of an
improvement in this respect during the coming months. Mr. Pierce also tells me that the
arrangements for the Sheltie section at the Metropolitan and Essex Show are now practically
complete, although there is just a doubt as to whether Mr. Saunders will be able to judge, after
all. The British Association's Breeders' Cups will be competed for (for the first time) at this
show. They are “to be won by the breeder of the best dog and best bitch, under twelve
months old on date of show; the winner must be a member of the British Association, but
need not necessarily be the exhibitor.” The annual general meeting of the British Association
will be held on the evening of the Metropolitan and Essex Show, and I
believe that quite a number of Scottish members intend being present.
W.H.
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An indication of the continued interest in this breed is a number of Town and Country
News (Augush 14) containing illustrations of Shetland Sheepdogs
from the Derian kennels, with an interesting article by Miss Dering.
All owners should now be looking up their entries for the
Kennel Club Show, the schedules for which are now out. Judging at
this show by Mr. Will Hally will be of first rate importance. With a
comprehensive classification and a fine array of special prizes the
tyro and the novices have a good chance of distinction.
M. Grey
Mr. J. Rae of the Dondy Kennels, has bought from Mr. Knight the bitch Primrose, which was
reserve for the challenge certificate at the recent Ayr Show under Mr. J. G. Saunders. Mr.
Rae has just completed the erection of very extensive kennels for his shelties, necessitated
though the ground on which his former kennels was built being required for other purposes.”
September 2, Dundee Show, Mr. W. M. Saunders
Judge
(On this clipping they are listed as Shetland
Terriers) “Farburn Adjutant, a sable with lean flat
skull, small dark eye, capital foreface, neat ears, good
texture of coat, wants time to grow more of it; won
through to best of breed. La Perla, a sable with
capital head, eye, expression, nicely rounded foreface,
fair coat; just size enough. Dyce Beauty, sable and
white, nice head, ears carried a trifle low, rare foreface, coat; his stern is not his fortune.
Bonnie Lass, a quality black and white, nice head, fair ears, wants time. Teviot Sensation, a
tricolour, nice ears, well carried, good coat, legs, feet and size. No No Nanette, a grand
headed specimen, beautiful ears correctly carried, expression splendid, good body, legs and
feet, up to full size, not in best coat today. Bobbie Dazzler, the Perth winner, nice coated dog,
correct size, nice ears, well carried, good body, legs, and feet. Aberlady Wendy a typical
specimen, lean flat skull, good size, in nice coat, form.”
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USA Therapy Dogs, Sheltie style
Our 3.5 year old blue merle Sheltie, Jenna, and I are members of a visiting pet therapy
group called Lake Superior Paws For Love, Inc. Since 1994, the human and canine
members have made visits to nursing homes, schools, the mental health unit of the
local hospital, and participated in many community events. The group also gives the
Canine Good Citizen* test 3 or more times a year. In order to be considered for this
type of work, each dog/handler team must pass this test. They are also tested for their
reaction to walkers, wheelchairs, crutches, ‘hard’ patting, etc.
Besides Jenna, we have 2 Flatcoated Retrievers, one of which is also a certified
therapy dog. LSPFL is self -insured. To date there have been no incidents, but
knowing we have the insurance coverage is important to the schools and nursing
homes as well as to the individual group members.
Some Shelties are better suited than others for this type of work. While Jenna prefers
visiting the senior citizens, she has made school visits, as you can see from the photo.
She’s actually happy anywhere there is a lap in
which to sit! For the schools, we do a
presentation about how to be safe around dogs.
Children as young as 3 and 4 will easily learn
and remember the main concepts, often better
than their parents! Jenna also shines at
community events. This past August, at the
annual Senior Expo Day, she happily greeted
visitors and became “a star” by having her
photo on the front page of the daily newspaper.
Just as with any of the activities in which we
participate with our Shelties, therapy visits can
be stressful. Owners must know what their dog
(AND THEY) will do in unfamiliar surroundings and/or stressful situations. This
means constantly watching for any signs of stress. For example, nursing home visits
typically last 45 minutes to an hour, but, if, after 30 minutes, Jenna is panting, and/or
trying to get my attention, it means we need to take a break.
In addition to watching for signs of stress, the owner must be aware of anyone trying
to hand food or, worse, their pills or to the dog. This includes making sure there aren’t
pills or food on the floor. In summary, therapy visits with your Sheltie can be very
rewarding for them, you and those you visit. I have only touched on the highlights of
my experiences, so questions welcomed.
Judi Maloney and Jenna in northern Wisconsin, USA mailto:judim001@centurytel.net
*Website for the AKC Canine Good Citizen test
http://www.akc.org/events/cgc/training_testing.cfm
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Shetland Sheepdogs in Italy, past and present….
When I was asked by Charles to write some lines about the history of the breed in
Italy, I pointed out that we do not have the huge background in the breed as many
countries have, but still there have always been some very passionate breeders who
have kept the flag flying.
I then digged out of my big box a letter that was sent by the honorary president of our
Italian club, Mrs Vera Corsiglia Urbani, when I asked her, many years ago, to send me
some photos of the first shelties in Italy, imported by her father.
That is what she wrote:
In 1952 Mr. Umberto Corsiglia, who hold the prefix “of Villa Gaia”, imported from
England the first two Shetlands in the country, both were English champions, the
sable dog Ch. Garniehill Tulyar, bred by Ms Shearer and the sable bitch Ch Beeswing
of Exford, breder Mrs. Sangster. Both became Italian and international show
champions. From these two dogs Mr. Corsiglia bred 2 sable bitches Betti di Villa
Gaia and Birba di Villa Gaia, which also became Italian and International
Champions. Later on, Mr. Corsiglia imported another English champion dog Ch.
Antoc Francehill Fortune, breeder Wisberley, who also was made up in Italy. To be
noticed by the photos that the first shetnald, arriving in Italy were pretty different from
todays dogs in head, size and coat….

On the left GB. - It. Int. ch Garniehill Tulyar, in the middle near the little girl GB. - It Int. Ch. Beeswing of Exford, on the right one of the two daughters either It. - Int. Ch.
Birba or It. - Int. Ch. Betty di Villa Gaia (to the best of knowledge)
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As far as I know, Mr. Corsiglia didn’t carry on breeding for many years and we have
to jump ahead a few years to find other sheltie breeders.

in the back GB. - It. Int. ch Garniehill Tulyar, in front, on the left GB. - It - Int. Ch.
Beeswing of Exford, on the right the other of the two daughters either It. - Int. Ch.
Birba or It. - Int. Ch. Betty di Villa Gaia (to the best of knowledge)
Another remarkable kennel of the past was Daisy’s of Mrs. Marcella Lavoratti
Vannucci. She first imported some dogs from England, but everybody has lost track of
those dogs as she died some years ago, she had no children and her friends were not
dog persons.
She then started importing some Swedish lines, I remember she was used to saying
that she could find better flat skulls in Sweden than in England. Probably the most
famous dog she bred was the Italian and International Champion Daisy’s Xavier, born
in 1986, a son of two of her Swedish imports SUCH NUCH It. Int. Ch. Moorwood
Wild Image (a son of Ch. Ingleside Copper Image and of a daughter of GB Ch.
Rhinog the Gay Lancer ) and of It. Int. Ch. Westpark Olivia (a daughter of Int. Ch.
NORDUCH Shelfrect Stroller). Daisy’s Xavier was an important show dog of those
years but also was a famous sire.

Daisy’s Xavier
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Later on she imported a little blue dog from kennel Zarvos in Danemark, called
Zarvo’s Secret Blue Moon, who had US origins (Rosewood lines) and was bred on by
other breeders when Mrs Lavoratti, due to serious health problems, in the late years of
her life, had to place all of her dogs with other sheltie people.
That line can be found now in the kennel Enfy’s of Mr. Bertarini. He started his
kennel with an English sable dog It. Int. Ch. Tesoro Wish Upon a Star, and an English
tricolour bitch It. Ch. Landover’s Enfys.

a trio of kennel Enfy's
from the left It. Int. Ch.Tesoro Wish Upon a Star, It. Ch. Sincerely to Enfy's di Selvaspina,
It. - Int. Ch. Painted Arabesque

At the time Mr. Bertarini had the bitch Ariom Kildare – herself bred by an English
lady who had moved to Italy, Miss Moira Holland, whose most famous dog was Ch.
Ariom Tamoshanter, well known in the Scandinavian countries – and mated her to
Zarvo’s Secret Blue Moon, producing his blue champion dog Painted Arabesque. The
foundation lines of this kennel were melted and produced some nice stock that are
been at the moment.
Picture page 11 : It. Int. Ch. Tesoro Wish Upon a Star (left) - It. Int. Ch. Painted Arabesque
(right)
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Another breeder who has out a numerously moderate breeding program is Mr Brusà of
kennel “Medfield Place”. He started on by a blue bitch of Mrs. Lavoratti, Ch. Daisy’s
Celia, who he mated to a French dog producing the tricolour bitch Ch. Aran Black
Island, who had some success both in the show ring and in agility. He then imported a
Swedish dog who became an Italian champion Ch. Moorwood Caribbean Night Rider,
and is now carrying on his breeding program by a Selvaspina bitch called Pole
Position di Selvaspina, herself going back to Mrs. Lavoratti’s sable and blue lines on
her mother’s side of the pedigree.

It. int. ch. Aramaica Jade (It-int ch. Tesoro Wish Upon a Star x It. Ch. Landover's Enfys)

Then I will mention to you the kennel “di Selvaspina” of my friend Anna Albrigo.
The foundations of this kennel were three imports: the first was the blue Italian and
International ch. Sonymer Blue Memory by Herds it’s Hindsight (mainly Riverhill
lines) out of a grand
daughter of GB Ch.
Sonymer Silverbell
and GB Ch.
Drumcauchlie Bumble
Boy, the second was
the blue bitch Italian
and International Ch.
Hanburyhill Hoar
Frost, by GB Cultured
at Cashella out of a
grand daughter of GB
Ch. Beckwith Bit of a
Vagabond at Shelmith
and GB Ch. Ruscombe Silver Lining, the third was the sable bitch Italian ch. Sonymer
Seductress to Mohnesee, a daughter of GB. Ch. Crisanbee Goldsmith at Myriehewe
and out of a grand daughter of GB. Ch. Sonymer Sheena.
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From those three imports Mrs. Albrigo bred an elevate number of champions, if
compared to her numerously moderate breeding
program.

The most famous dogs are probably my
own multi champion True Love di
Selvaspina and the multi champion
Harlequin di Selvaspina, but also to be
remembered the Italian and international
ch. Black Side of the Moon di Selvaspina, and jumping ahead of some years nowadays
show stars multi champion Somebody to Love di Selvaspina, the Italian ch. Hawaiian
Holiday di Selvaspina and the Italian ch. Cristal Chanel di Selvaspina.
Alfredo Gili, Italy

Harlequin di Selvaspina
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Note from the editor:
I received a copy of the first Italian Champion diploma from Alfredo. In that year
1954,Shetland Sheepdogs were not known as a breed in Italy. The diploma was
awarded for a “Collie nano” which means “dwarf Collie”.
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1925, Shetland Sheepdog Shearings

Apart altogether from the interest attaching to the large and high quality lot of exhibits
which Mr. W. M. Saunders (who was accompanied by Mrs. Saunders) so brilliantly judged at
Dundee last week, that show was all the more pleasurable because of the meeting with so
many fanciers of the pre-war and post-war schools. Mr. Keith of the famous pre-war firm of
Keith and Ramsay, was exhibiting Mr. Watt's La Perla, in the absence of that exhibit's owner.
Mr. Ramsay was stewarding, assisted by Mrs. Ramsay, and in their kennel they have now got
a very fine little stud, sales have been averaging one a week, and the young stock is of
exceptional promise. It was like old times too, to see Mr. Graham Clark in the ring again,
especially when Farburn Adjutant ran through all his classes and finished up as best Sheltie.
Mr. Yule and Mr. Duncan from Aberdeen, were doing well with their exhibits, while Mrs.
Alexander was ably helping her husband to handle the Teviots. Mr. Pierce sent No No
Nanette to be best bitch (she showed splendidly in Mr. Keith's hands) and Mrs. Goddard was
successfully represented by Aberlady Wendy, who has done such a lot of winning this year.
Mr. J. G. Saunders paid the brotherly
compliment of entering Farnell Scottie, but
not bench him.
On the way to lunch we met Mr.
Fordyce Burke, whose wife's exhibits were
wo prominent in pre-war times. He, too, has
been going through some of the leading
kennels and he was one of the most
interested visitors to the show. Mr. And
Mrs. David Parker had the secretarial
arrangements so complete that they managed
to meet many old friends of Sheltie days.
The question was: “Will ye no' come back
again?” The answer will come along presently. Mr. Scott Souter was full of enthusiasm for
Shelties, and as his wife is as zealous as himself, I expect the influence of the now wellstocked Laurencekirk stud will soon be effectively felt. W.H
Following only a week later than the great
show of the Kennel Club, entries for which close on
Monday, September 14, comes the Scottish Kennel
Club show at Edinburgh, and exhibitors should not
forget the one when entering for the other. Mr. Will
Hally will judge at the English show and Mr. James
Rae at the Scottish. Later on, the third important
show-vix., Birmingham, in December, when Mr.
Holgate will judge-completes a fine trip of prize-lists
and club trophies offered for the breed with the
complete opportunity of winning a championship in a
short time.
Those who are interested in Sheepdogs generally, or in blue-merle breedings specially,
will be interested in last week's article in “Country Life” on the varieties of Welsh sheepdog,
Ci Tylwyth Teg - “the dog that can see fairies” Of one of the Sheltie-titles to be the “peerie”
or fairy dog.
M. Grey”
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Agility shelties in Latvia

Agility – is one the most popular sport with a dog in the world. Agility came to Latvia in
1995, but the first competitions was some years later. There was no shelties on this
competition, because we hadn’t agility shelties at all! The most popular breeds at that moment
were German shepherds, Rottweilers, Dobermans, but these breeds can’t run as fast and agile
as shelties can!
For the first time we have seen the sheltie at the international competitions, they were simply
charming. These small and quick dogs got up simply to miracles - watched each gesture of the
owner, were ready to execute any command. It also became a determinative in a choice of
breed for Latvian mini-midi agility. Now dogs of this breed are most popular in agility, and
not only in Latvia, but also in the world.
The first sheltie for agility has appeared in Latvia in
1999, now we have about 15 dogs. Much of them already
many times rose on a pedestal at competitions of the most
various level. In Latvia there are Champions of the
Europe-2006 and prize-winners of the World Agility
championships in 2003 and 2006, and even the first
Agility INT Ch!
•

Ice

The first agility sheltie in Latvia came from Estonian kennel Scandyline. His name is
Scandyline Ice and Fire(owner Lidia Belyaeva). For that moment we hardly knew, how it is
necessary to train sheltie for agility. Therefore Ice became our "feeler" on which many
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mistakes and conclusions have been made. Not having begun career Ice has broken a paw, so
on rehabilitation cunningly some month.
Fortunately, Ice recovered and show to us, what small shelties can do! This small miracle
though possesses strong character, but very much does not wish to upset owners. For this
reason from first trainings Ice has proved to be the present fighter. Already in 1,5 years it
acted in his first World Agility championship in Finland, and in 2003 was a medalist on
World Agility championship in France with Latvian mini-team.
Now Ice already is Agility LV Ch, RUS Ch, LT Vice-Ch, has 2*Res. CACIAg, many
beautiful victories over large and fine competitions. Ice for ever remains in history, as the first
agility sheltie in Latvia. While, it is going to be overcome a little more for prize-winning
places and to show everything, what small working sheepdog can do!
•

Fly

Later half a year after arrival Ice, to Latvia came one more agility sheltie from Lithuanian
kennel Istikimybe. Her name is Hearty Sportwoman Istikimybe(owner Svetlana Kreslina).
Small Fly also has broken a paw, fortunately, has quickly recovered.
Today Fly – is the most titled agility sheltie in Latvia. Practically with first performance Fly
has begun the triumphal procession on all competitions. Fly became the first INT Ag Ch in
Latvia! Together with her owner Fly became the prize-winner of the World championships
twice, and also has received on World Championship certificate Res. CACIAg. For today " in
a coin box " Fly has titles: Agility LV Ch, LT Ch, EST Ch. Add to it also title BALT, LV, LT,
EST Ch on dog shows. Than an ideal sheltie?!
To be continued…
Lidia Belyaeva, LATVIA
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My first halfAmerican litter.

Dan Dee Tara Hill
Infiniti

Arenray`s Reminisce
ROM
Dan Dee joy At Tara Hill

Dar Winning Edge
Ha-Dar Watch Out
Woman Driver

Marnham Montanner
North Sheltie's Simply
Special
St. Kilda's Simply
Splendid

Ha-Dar City Lights
Ha-Dar Driv`n Miss
Daisy
Milesend Dancing
Major
Kelgrove Wanda To
Marnham
Moorwood Handsome
Frontrunner
St. Kilda's Victory
Made

When I was going to mate Nuch North Sheltie’s Simply Special “Mali” for the first time, I
was never in doubt which male to use on her. It had to be Ha-Dar Winning Edge, an
American import to Norway. Mali was almost 3 year of age, and I found it was time to have
the first puppy-litter from her.
Picture from Lofoten
Summer 2006. Father of
the litter Ha-Dar
Winning Edge BOB, and
the litters mothers mother
Nuch North Sheltie’s
Simply Splendid BOS at
the age of 10 years. Judge
in the middle Birte
Scheel, and owners Laila
Lauritzen and me.

I was warned for the combination, when some people said the puppies would be too big and
coarse. They also said American puppies have big heads and that I could expect trouble
during birth because of this. Mali is quite a small girl, so it worried me a bit from what I was
told in advance.
Time passed, and at home we waited in excitement if she was pregnant. After 3 weeks I was
quite sure, she carried puppies. Then I really started to worry, think if what I had been told
was correct?
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4 days before delivery she started with the first signs of birth. Terrified I just wanted it over
and done. I contacted the vet in case it would be difficulties. But my fair was without reason.
The delivery itself went extremely quick, Mali had no problems at all, and she gave life to 3
healthy puppies in less than 2 hours. And the funny thing, the puppies looked just like all the
other puppies I have had earlier from pure English lines.

Some new experiences were to come though. The bitch-puppy got colic, and we needed to se
the vet when she was 9 days old. The vet was quite shocked when he saw her. For the first
she had already one eye open, she had that 7 days old. For the second she walked around on
strong legs. Yes, the puppies walked on their own feet 1 week old, all 3. They never crawled
on their belly, but walked around on 4 feet. I had never seen this before, but I saw they were
extremely strong in their hind legs.
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If it was the American blood, I don’t know. During development the next weeks I also saw
that they were much stronger in their bodies and their legs than I was used to from earlier
litters. 3 weeks old they jumped around. From 5 weeks they denied to be in the puppy-pen,
and they walked around in kitchen and living-room, together with the other dogs. Of course
they needed to be in the pen when we were not at home.
And what lung-capasaty. I could have been without just that☺. What a noise, especially at
night when the others living in the house wanted to have some sleep. It was times when I
really looked forward to the new owners could come and pick them up.

Mother: NUCH North
Sheltie's Simply Special
I told the new owners about their American bloodlines. Personally I found that fair to do,
since it is in Norway some people very much against this.
Would they be big and coarse, was my next worry. Well time would show…..Today they look
nice all 3, they have developed into correct size and standard type all of them.
It was fun to study their joy of life, how strong they were, and how extremely healthy. No bad
stomachs, they could eat everything we gave them. At the vet for ID and vaccinations 7, 5
weeks old, both the males had their testicles down in scrotum. The bitch-puppy was eyechecked at 3 months, and the vet told it was rare to see such blue eye-background in a sheltie.
She was clear on eyes, and the vet also said she will never have any eye-diseases. The reason
for the late eye-check is that in North we need to do this when it is Norwegian Kennel Club
shows with a specialist in eye-diseases.
If all this is just a coincident, or if the American type really has stronger hind-parts, testicles
and eyes open so early, I really don’t know. But it was a big difference that is for sure.
Will I try this once more? Yes, the combination is already done and the new litter is 3 months
already. I have learned so much from this wonderful combination fitting so well. And also
not to worry, whatever people tell in advance, as long as they have no experience themselves.
Anne Haugstvedt,
Kennel North Sheltie
Norway
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The editor of the magazine has kept an eye on the development of
the two litters in the combination on a regular basis. Here an
impression in images.
The puppies have been shown during 2006, and the results tell that they fit the standard quite
well.

North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart BOB and BIG group 1 nr.3 summer 2006!
10.06.06: Tromsø, Judge Beth Warman, New Zealand
Puppy Show: BIG 5, BOB: North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle
BOS: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
11.06.06: Tromsø: Judge: Wenche Eikeseth, Norway
PuppyShow: BIG 3, BOB: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
BOS: North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle
Bodø 24.th.of June 2006.Judge: Willemine Van Deijl, Belgium
BIG 1, BOB puppy: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
( Ha- Dar Winning Edge x Nuch North Sheltie’s Simply Special)
Owners: Lill K Nilsen & Anne Haugstvedt) Breeders: Anne & Rune Haugstvedt.
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BOS puppy: North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle
( Ha- Dar Winning Edge x Nuch North Sheltie’s Simply Special) Owners/breeders: Anne &
Rune Haugstvedt.
Bodø 25.th.of June 2006. Judge: Ritva Raita, Finland
BIG 1 nr. 2, BOB puppy: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
( Ha- Dar Winning Edge x Nuch North Sheltie’s Simply Special)
Owner: Lill K Nilsen & Anne Haugstvedt)
Breeder: Anne & Rune Haugstvedt.
5. th.of August 2006 Lofoten. Judge Birthe Scheel, Denmark
Puppies: BOB: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
BOS: North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle
06.08.06. Lofoten. Judge: Brenda Banbury, UK
Puppies: BIG 2, BOB: North Sheltie’s Eternity
BOS: North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle
02.09.06: Bjerkvik, Norway. Judge: Wera Hübental
Puppy show: BIS 2, BIG, BOB: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
03.09.06: Bjerkvik, Norway. Judge: Grethe Bergendahl
Puppyshow: BOS: North Sheltie’s Key To My Heart
22.10.06: Tromsø, Norway. Judge: Liliane De Ridder Onghena
1AUK, 1AUKK, HP North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle

Here are the 5 puppies from the two litters:
The two youngest below: North Sheltie’s Wine N Roses and North Sheltie’s Perfect Alibi
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North Sheltie’s Memphis Belle - from puppy to grown up!
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World Dog Show Poznan 9.11.2006 r.

World Winner 2006 (BOB) Marvitholl PLAY BOY
Males - Judge: Barbara Müller (CH)
Puppy class
promising 1 (1532) Odyssey PICASSO, black&white, 08.04.2006, DN 14537103 (Odyssey
Dust in the Wind – Odyssey Light the Night), Kim Watt
--- (1531) BRIGHTLY DUDE DUNE, sable&white, 09.04.2006, LOI 06/93219 (Plurich
Tesore Wish Upon on a Star – Redna-if India), Giorgio Spaziani
Junior class
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excellent 1, Junior World Winner, Winner of Poland (1543) OCEAN OF LOVE Laknest,
sable&white, 30.05.2005, RFK 1747608, (Brilyn Leading Ways – Laknest Lady Laik), I.Ya.
Bodunkowa
excellent 2 (1544) SCOTSDREAM STILL O ThNITE, tricolor, 21.12.2005, NHSB
2615658, (Scotsdream Premonition – Peerielee Music Otunite), Marcella Koenen
excellent 3 (1535) Enfy’s EARLYRISER, blue-merle, 21.06.2005, LOI 06/12271,
(Blachside the Moon of Selvaspina – Enfy’s Cometrue), Bruno Bertarini
excellent 4 (1538) Skandyline GOLDEN ASTERIKS, sable, 07.02.2006, EST 01162/06,
(Edglonian Devilis Advocate – Black Smail Gordian), Dina Korna
excellent (1545) Belmar THAT’S A NICE BOY, sable&white, 04.01.2006, DN 13521704,
(Grandgables Home Town Hero – Belmar Mystic Rose), Nagry Benö Bakró
excellent (1539) Bridemoor’s GRAND SLAM, sobolowa, 20.11.2005, FIN 53645/05,
(Grandgables a Showy Fellow – Sunsweet Celine Dion), Kalvia Siw
excellent (1533) COCA COLA CID ze Souhvìzdi Orionu, tricolor, 28.12.2005,
CMKU/SHE/6294/05, (Marvitholl Iskander – Tootsie ze Souhvìzdi Orionu), Miroslav,
Milada Vaneckovi
excellent (1534) DODIX Wspólny Dom, sable&white, 23.05.2005, PKR I-56638 (Int.Ch.
Cataway’s RISING SUN – MUCHA Wspólny Dom), Anna Tomczyk
excellent (1536) ELVIS ze Strażnicy Kaszebstwa, sable, 4.01.2006, (Int.Ch. Valerina Ross
DANISH BREEZE - Ch.Pl. POPKINS MARRY Polcolland), Zbigniew Plaszczynski
excellent (1541) KOSTEK z Puli Szczescia, sable, 29.01.2006, (Int.Ch. Valerina Ross Danish
Breeze – Ml.Ch.Pl.,Ch.Pl. EMI z Puli Szczescia), Jaroslaw Bajczyk
excellent (1542) Lustrous MEMFIS, blue-merle, 12.09.1005, RFK 1815579, (Magic Black
Diamond iz Grafskogo Pomestija – Lustrous Bliss), Tatiana Ievleva
excellent (1537) Mystic Moonlight GOLD NIGHTINGALE,
dark sable, 30.05.2005,
SHELT 927/05, (PoulsgaardS Looking for Gold – Mystic Moonlight Black Elisabeth), Piros
Anita Madranszkine
excellent (1546) THE GREAT PRETENDER ‘t Wijnmeer, sable&white, 29.08.2005, NHSB
2573777, (Cronys Down’s Dynasty – Lovely Girl ‘t Wijnmeer), J. van Zandvoort, D. van
Grinsven
very good (1540) Excellens Vivarium GREWADIER GRAF, sable&white, 29.95.2005,
9304/V/05, (Kersey Black Snezny Tygr – Pollyanna Sniezny Tygr), Anna Katarzyna Górka
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Intermediate class

excellent 1, CAC (1548) Enfy’s EASY RIDER, blue-merle, 21.06.2005, LOI 06/12270,
(Blachside the Moon of Selvaspina – Enfy’s Cometrue), hod. Bruno Bertarini, wl. Laura
Bianconi
excellent 2 (1550) INDIGO BLUE BOY of Silver-Shadow, blue-merle, 20.03.2005,
VDH/CFBRH 17708, (Blue Manolito von der Ronneburg – Quintina of Silver Shadow),
Ursula Langer
excellent 3 (1552) Ml.Ch.PL Overtop OSCAR, sable, 02.01.2005, 23135/VII/05, PKR.I56337, (Cheryldane Cerenova – Lolly), Aleksandra Lubaszka
excellent 4 (1547) Moorwood CARIBBEAN NIGHT TROPHY, tricolor, 26.04.2005,
PKR.I-56082 (Ch.DK Grandgables SAY IT AGAIN SAM – Moorwood CARIBBEAN
CRYSTAL BLUE), Anna Szulc
excellent (1553) Archos Canis TEEBO , tricolor, 13.12.2004, PKR. I-56709 (Black Jack
Polcolland - Emmanuelle Blue Kulczyka Chatka), Barbara Kus
excellent (1551) OLIVER TWIST z Dablovy Studanky, blue-merle, 13.01.2005,
CMKU/SHE/5962/05, (Portma Zather’s Bandura Bi Treasure – Carmen Merydor), Vlasta
Liskova
very good (1549) ENRIKO Surdykowska, sable, 13.04.2005, PKR w przygotowaniu, (Ch.PL.
RISS Asketila – Ch.PL. BONI Pastelowy Raj), E.Góralska
good (1554) Ml.Ch.Pl Dawnville ZETOS FOR LOVESOME, tricolor, 13.04.2005, PKR I56521 (Nl.D-VDH.Ch. Dawnville WHEN LIGHTNING STRIKES – Int.Ch.,Nl,D-VDH.Ch.
Grandgables TRI A POSE), Robert Kabala
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Open class

excellent 1, World Winner, Winner of Poland, CACIB, CAC, BOB (1565) Marvitholl PLAY
BOY, tricolor, 10.03.2003, RKF 1381741, (Rockaround Night Ranger – Marvitholl
Peppilota), T. Sycheva
excellent 2 (1562) NIFTY MERLIN z Dàblovy Studanky , blue-merle, 06.09.2004,
CMKU/SHE/5854/04/06, (Rock’n Roll z Dablovy Studanki – Cascade z Dablovy Studanky),
Michal Eis
excellent 3 (1570) Dawnville YOU’VE GOTTA BE KIDDING, tricolor, 06.05.2004,
NHSB 2507311, (Hillacre High on Style – Dawnville Queen of Spades), Marcella Koenen
excellent 4 (1566) Starsong POLAR MOON, blue-merle, 11.08.2003, FIN 36544/03
(Int.Ch.,Ch.FIN,EST,S,GB Lundecock’s XIT FROM HELL – Int.Ch.,Ch.FIN,EST.
Lundecock’s RASH LINE), Taru Rekorius
excellent (1555) DARK Kolyba u Grapy, tricolor, 21.03.2002, PKR I-50313 (Ch.PL.
Ml.Ch.PL ABSOLUTE MAN Kropelka Oceanu - Ml.Ch.SK EVITA Szym-Tom), Anna
Jagielo
excellent (1558) KRÜMEL vom Birkenwappen, blue-merle, 05.04.2004, VDH/ZBRH 17046,
(Lovely Fanny Gucci Model – Eicke vom Birkenwappen), Gabriel Uelpanich
excellent (1559) LION KING Askelita, sable&white, 10.05.2004, VDH/ZBRH/SHE 1864,
(Cataway’s Rising Sun – Roxa Askelita), Sylwia Liebig
excellent (1560) Ml.Ch.PL MILKY WAY iz Grafskogo Pomiestija, blue-merle, 25.05.2004,
PKR. I-53908 (Ch. Japaro Tri to Resist - Ch. Lynaire Shapire Blue), Dorota Kaczmarczyk
excellent (1561) MR LEHMANN vom Birkenwappen, tricolor, 20.05.2004, VDH/ZBRH
17407, (Magic-Black Fantasky Sen – Felicitas vom Birkenwappen), Gabriel Uelpanich
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excellent (1563) PIKSEL Wspólny Dom, sable&white, 30.03.2004, PKR. I-54106 (Int.Ch.
Cataway`s Rising Sun – Cyga Wspólny Dom), Grażyna Sztanka
excellent (1567) Quashee UNACOVERED GLAMA BOY, tricolor, 15.02.2003, NHSB
2424524, (Eastdale Born to Be Clown – Quashee Hi O’Pinion), Monique van Poppel
excellent (1568) VACHERIN CHANTILLY des Romarins de Mayerling, sable&white,
30.10.2004, RKF 1729136, (Navarino of Silver Shadow – Tres Bloody des Romarins de
Mayerling), Gordeeva
excellent (1556) Ch.RU Valerina Ross ELISEY, sable&white, 17.12.1998, RKF 0001453,
(Arcot Inquisitive – Carrying Light Gold Fish), Ukraintseva
excellent (1569) YASHICO vom Ohmtalteufel, sable&white, 01.05.2004, VDH/ZFBRH
16436, (Show on Casidi – Yaswina vom Ohmtalteufel), B. Alexander, A. Schultz-Geertz
--- (1557) IMAGEMAKER iz Grafskogo Pomestija, sable&white, 01.11.2004, RKF 1647758,
(Brilyn Leading Ways – Valerina Ross Daniya), G. Grafshina
--- (1564) PIXYPRINCE di Selvaspina, blue-merle, 27.12.2002, LOI 03/65678, (Harlequin di
Selvaspina – Prince of Sunlight Queen Amidala), B. Folco, E.F. Lamarca

Champion class
excellent 1, Res.CACIB, CAC (1583) Ch.PL IDOL IMPOSSIBLE Metamorfoza, bluemerle, 24.08.2000, 7767/V/00, PKR.I-46293 (ICY MAGIC Snezny Tygr - ALL MY LOVE
Metamorfoza), Bożena Maslanka
excellent 2 (1573) Ch.NO Geteryggen’s BARNEY, dark sable, 19.06.2002, NKK 13983/02,
(Poulsgaards Be My Talisman – Geiteryggen’s Rebekka), F.H. Olsen, M. van Poppel
excellent 3 (1578) Ch.D-VDH DUSTY DUNCAN von Barwangen, sable&white,
19.01.2004, VDH/ZBRH 16819, (Sultan le Terible des Mille Eclats des Tournesols – Ashley
os Sweet Little Dreams), P. Stier, M. Mann
excellent 4 (1596) Int.Ch., Ch.NO,FI Shelgate TOUCH OF MAGIK, 15.10.1999, S
54663/99 H, (Shelgate Magic Touch – Eastflash Andy Pandy), Marita Axi
excellent (1572) Ch.IT ARAN, blue-merle, 06.11.2003, (Paintedarabesque – Rednalf India),
Giorgio Spaziani
excellent (1574) Ml.Ch.PL, Ch.PL BEAUTIFUL MARVELLOUS MAN Asketila, sable,
20.05.2004, PKR. I-54759 (Ch. Highland Rogue ze Shetlandu – Ch. Ivet Asketila), Jadwiga
Wisniewska
excellent (1576) Ml.Ch.PL, Ch.PL DARING DOG Asketila, sable, 25.06.2002, 9147/XIX/02,
PKR. I-50849 (Cataway’s RISING SUN - ELEKTRA Asketila), Ewa Iwanczyk
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excellent (1577) Ch.PL DON PEDRO Kulczyna Chatka, tricolor, 05.06.2002, 5236/XXIII/02,
PKR I049912 (HANDSOME BLACK ze Shetlandu - AMATA-ASTRA Kulczyna Chatka),
Malgorzata Wojciechowska
excellent (1579) Ch.PL FAROS Yavanna, tricolor, 09.09.2000, 572/XLV/00, PKR I-38049
(SIMPLY BEST of Bialkan - FIONA z Pólnocnych Fiordów), Marek Wegrzyn
excellent (1584) Ch.RU, Ch.KL,RKF,RU Flafi Snou INVISIBLE BOY Grand, blue-merle,
13.11.2003, RKF 1488887, (Lunaire Boy Blue – Rus Eyeful), Yu Gunn
excellent (1580) Ch.BY,UA GOULTIER, blue-merle, 01.04.2001, BCU 088-000197,
(Valerina Ross Multi-Pulti – Lovely-Lady vom Stormarner Land), E. Klyuchnik
excellent (1581) Ch.D HIPPOPOTAMUS vom Birkenwappen, sable&white, 08.03.2002,
VDH/ZBRH 15601, (Woodmist My Wild Mascot – Felicitas vom Birkenwappen), Gabriele
Uelpenish
excellent (1585) Ch.PL LAIRD Wyspiarski Wiatr, sable&white, 15.08.2004, 71929/I/04,
PKR.I-54584 (Show On Casidi- Mona z Palacyku Szustra), Joanna Kapkowska
excellent (1587) Ch.RU,MD,CLUB. LANDYSH SEREBRISTY iz Grafskogo Pomestija,
blue-merle, 12.09.2003, RKF 1452806, (Faradale Frisbee for Grandgables – Lynaire Sapphire
Blue), Julia Romasheva
excellent (1588) Ch.PL, Zw.PL’04 MACZO z Hultajskiej Trójki, sable&white, 25.07.2002,
8168/XXIV/02, PKR.I-50294 (Cataway’s Rising Sun - Megi z Hultajskiej Trójki), Malgorzata
Kowalska
excellent (1589) Ch.UA,RU MAGIC BLACK DIAMOND iz Grafskogo Pomestija, tricolor,
25.05.2004, RKF 1574519, (Japaro Tri to Resist – Lynaire Sapphire Blue), Olga Kosarskaya
excellent (1590) Ch.RU Marvitholl MAXIMUS, tricolor, 07.03.2002, RKF 1290440,
(Marvitholl Starlet – Marvitholl Lady Catty), I. Zamyatina
excellent (1593) Ch.KI., Ml.Ch.KI., Ch.RU Marvitholl PICASSO, tricolor, 10.03.2003, RKF
381739, (Rockaround Night Ranger – Marvitholl Peppilota), S.V. Passekova
excellent (1591) Ch.CZ OLIN z Vesnićky u Hranic, blue-merle, 04.12.2001,
CMKU/SHE/5036/03, (Kristián ze Souhvézdi Orionu – Diana z Vesnićky u Hranic),
Miroslav, Milada Vaneckovi
excellent (1592) Ch.PL PARYS z Kojca Coli, sable, 23.01.2003, 21634/VII/03, PKR.I-51995,
(Highland Rouge ze Shetlandu – Quanti Olive Asketila), Anna Filiks
excellent (1594) Ch.PL, Int.Ch. QUEST KING Asketila, sable, 18.01.2001, 891/XLIV/01,
PKR.I-46342 (Cataway's RISING SUN - ELEKTRA Asketila), Miroslaw Mastalinski
excellent (1597) Zh.LT,RU Si-Said VELINGTON, sable&white, 20.05.2002, RKF 1417407,
(Cataway’s Rising Sun – Si-Said Happy Girl), S. Gursova
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excellent (1595) Ch.PL SMALL PRINCE Kropelka Oceanu, sable&white, 14.03.2004,
8746/XVI/04, PKR.I-65924 (Trademark's RUN FOR THE ROSES - BELLA Kropelka
Oceanu), Maria Wawrzyniak
excellent (1575) Ch.RU,PL Valerina Ross DANISH BREEZE, sable&white, 16.04.2002,
28506/XXII/02, PKR. I-53907 (Ch. Arcot Just a Moment - Ch.Lynaire Bewitched ),
Agnieszka Fortaszewska
--- (1571) Ch.CA, Zw.NO’05, Zw.Eu.’06 Grandgables A SHOWY FELLOW, sable,
06.06.2004, FIN 354/4/05, (Grandgables I’ts Show Time – Grandgables Foxy Lady), Marita
Axi
--- (1582) Ch.PL HOOLIGAN Polcolland, tricolor, 24.11.2003, 28940/XXII/02, PKR. I54989 (Laveli Endzhel VASILEK – Virtual Lass Polcolland), Agnieszka Fortaszewska
--- (1586) Ch.HU Miracle’s Temple LANCELOT AT PRINCE OF SUNLIGHT,
sable&white, 14.07.2002, MET SHELT 763/H/03, (Arcot Just a Moment – Shining Charm
Little Vivien), J. Szalczinger, K. Kallay

Veteran class

excellent 1 (1598) ISTAR Polly z M-3, sable, 21.08.1996, 344/XLI/96, PKR.I-28391
(Cindahope KYLENE SHOW OFF - BLACK FIRST LADY Smafta), Kazimierz Slusarek
excellent 2 (1599) Ch.PL,RU,Int.Ch,Ml.Ch.PL Cataway’s RISING SUN, sable&white,
29.01.1999, 61670/I/98, PKR.I-34457, (Jade Mist New Rising Sun - Cataway’s Patent
Pending), Anna Szulc
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Bitches - Judge: Valentina Ivanishcheva (RUS)

Puppy class
very promising 1 (1601) BUTTERFLY BLUE Ko-To-Ra, blue-merle, 09.02.2006,
41478/VIII/06, PKR.I-57201, (Landover Black Ash – Miss Fhiladelphia Lovely Funny),
Malgorzata Kucnerowicz
--- (1600) BLACK BEAUTY vom Adlungsgarten, tricolor, 11.03.2006, SHE 18398, (Miles
McCoy vom Ohmtalteufel – Vicky vom Mikigarten), Beate Schiefer

Junior class

excellent 1, Junior World Winner, Junior Winner of Poland (1619) Bar-Waxan SOUNDS
SUN, sable, 07.12.2005, FIN 12908/06, (Grandgables a Showy Fellow – Sound’s Golden
Fame), Ritwa, Reijo Touvinen
excellent 2 (1615) Dzhulia’s Stail LADY IN BLACK, tricolor, 06.01.2006, RKF 1882251,
(Lovelas iz Grafskogo Pomestija – Gospozha Udacha), Yu. Sidorova
excellent 3 (1605) BLACK AVATAR Scandyline, 07.02.2006, EST 226/06, (Edglonian
Devils Advocate – Black Smail Gardian), Yossi Guy
excellent 4 (1613) JEWEL ADORNMENT iz Grafskogo Pomestja, sable&white,
06.01.2006, RKF 1872539, (Venskiy Vals iz Grafskogo Pomestija – Koldovskaya Lubov iz
Grafskogo Pomestija), V. Yakusheva
excellent (1602) ALHAMBRA Asketila, tricolor, 12.12.2005, 23442/XVI/05, PKR.I-55920,
(QUEST KING Asketila - ROXA Asketila), Jadwiga Wisniewska
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excellent (1603) ANGEL Kropelka Oceanu, sable, 20.05.2005, 8911/XVI/05, PKR.I–55920,
(SHOW ON Casidi –BELLA Kropelka Oceanu), Barbara Cisowska
excellent (1607) COMTESSA ze Souhvezdi Orionu, gold, 28.12.2005, CMKU/SHE/6296/05,
(Marvitholl Iskander – Tootsie ze Souhvezdi Orionu), Miroslav, Milada Vaneckovi
excellent (1608) Misly Dawn’s CRYSTAL ROSE, blue-merle, 28.09.2005, FIN 11996/06,
(Bermarks Pridén Presence – Desire the Power of Dreams), Taru Rekorius
excellent (1611) ENYA Strażnica Kaszebstwa , sable&white, 02.01.2006, 2914/XXXI/06,
PKR.I-57126 (Valerina Ross DANISH BREEZE - POPKINS MARRY Polcolland), Anna
Kulawiak
excellent (1609) Lucky-Luke DARK DEYAD EUROPE, sable&white, 27.12.2005, MET
SHELT 965/06, (Malomvolgyi-Parkerdosi Belmondo – Malimvolgyi-Parkerdosi Sarah Jane),
Timea Kakas
excellent (1618) PRETTY TIFFANY the Tender Tempest,30.06.2005, NHSB 2566114,
(Japaro Robaidh at Lythwood – Happy Roxanne the Tender Tempest), J. Van RijnMolenkamp
very good (1606) CAROLINE di Selvaspina, sable&white, 01.07.2005, LOI 05/134279,
(Mohnesee the Spellmaster – Supernatural-gold di Selvaspina), Rosanna Simone
very good (1612) GORDON’S SHELL Airish Cream, sable&white, 12.09.2005, RKF
1824161, (Colroy Crystal Lad – Blackberry Babe), Gordeeva
very good (1614) KIARA z Puli Szczescia, sable, 29.01.2006, 74413/I/06, PKR.I-57130,
(Valerina Ross Danish Breeze –EMI z Puli Szczescia), Urszula Gadzala
very good (1616) LOVELY Ventora, tricolor, 12.11.2005, 23405/VII/05, PKR w
przygotowaniu, ( HIGHLAND ROGUE ze Shetlandu – ENYA Ventora), Patrycja Mazur
very good (1617) MARIQUITA of Silver-Shadow, tricolor, 04.11.2005, VDH/ZBRH 18188,
(Thenoup di Cambino – Blue Hopes and Dreams of Silver-Shadow), D. von Hahn, U. Langer
very good (1621) WHISPER ze Shetlandu, tricolor, 25.09.2005, 25567/II/05, PKR.I-57152
MAGIC BLACK Fatransky sen Cs – TSAREVNA iz Tvierskoy Skazki), Woźniak Marzena
--- (1604) BEJRA Pogoda Ducha, sable, 17.06.2005, 2862/XXI/05, PKR.I-56373 (ULISES
Hajan – ARIA z Blekitnego Jeziora), Marzena Stryszowska, Kinga Taraszkiewicz
--- (1620) Archos Canis U HAZE BLUE, blue-merle, 12.08.2005, 73711/I/05, PKR.I-56476,
(HOOLIGAN Polcolland - EMMANUELLE BLUE Kulczyna Chatka), Justyna Szymanska
--- (1610) EASSY Manepo Ideal, tricolor, 23.07.2005, CMKU/SHE/6147/05, (Atrej z
Josefovske Pevnosti – Aska Indyk), Ewa Kalendova
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Intermediate class
excellent 1, Res.CACIB, CAC (1627) ROMASHEV’S GALATEA DLJA GRAFSKOGO
POMESTIJA, tricolor, 15.02.2005, RKF 1729470, (Blenmerrow Barnaby – Lapochka
Dochka iz Grafskogo Pomestija), G. Grafshina
excellent 2 (1625) O’TESSA von Monasteria, tricolor, 18.01.2005, VDH/ZBRH 17600,
(Xcalibur of the Golden Fir – Lea von Monasteria), Rita Hubert Moellers
excellent 3 (1626) ONLY ORNELA z Bonesovske Zahrady, sable&white, 10.05.2005,
CMKU/SHE/6063/05, (Candy ze skalni Vyhlidky – Jessie Joy Gold z Benesovske Zahrady),
Dagmar Semeradova
excellent 4 (1629) Ml.Ch.EE,LV Scandyline WISP OF SUN, sable, 04.04.2005, EST
01730/05, (Lundecock’s Give Me Hope – Scandyline Miss Sunshine), Dina Korna
excellent (1628) Arcot STRIKE A POSE, sable&white, 28.03.2005, NHSH 1618257,
(Lythwood Sixsmith – Arcot Tilly Trotter), Monique van Poppel
excellent (1624) Romashev’s GLORIA DEI DLYA LUSTROUS, blue-merle, 15.02.2005,
RKF 1729471, (Blenmerrow Barnaby – Lapochka Dochka iz Grafskogo Pomestija), Olga
Kosarskaya
very good (1622) BRITA Wspólny Dom, sable&white, 29.04.2005, 41016/VIII/05, PKR.I56265, (Cataway’s RISING SUN - CHER GOLD Kulczyna Chatka), M. Walczak
very good (1623) Sommerville FAST ARROW, sable&white, 26.12.2004, H 31244,
(Sommerville Our Ryan – Sommerville Summerbreeze), Svetlana Vanushina

Open class

excellent 1, CAC (1638) Dippersmoor DAWDLE, sable&white, 13.11.1999, RKF 1851161,
(Mohnesee the Sorceder – Doppersmoor Disorderly), S. Yazvinskaya
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excellent 2 (1648) Dawnville WHERE THERE’S SMOKE, blue-merle, 25.11.2003,
VDH/ZBRH/SHE 18336, (Grandgables Dressed to Impress – Dawnville Naughty by Nature),
Beate, Udo Alexander
excellent 3 (1647) NIE TRAĆ NADZIEI Casidi, sable, 13.09.2004, 12114/XXI/04, PKR.I65096 (Cataway’s RISING SUN - FOXY LADY Casidi), Monika Tuliszewska
excellent 4 (1631) BABE IN THE WOOD Vesca Montana, sable&white, 19.06.2004,
9850/XIX/04, PKR.I-54512, (SHOW ON Casidi –GOLDEN QUEEN Vesca Montana), Ewa
Iwanczyk
excellent (1630) ALPINKA Mondeo, sable&white, 26.06.2003, CMKU/SHE/5492/03, (Kerry
Kim z Doblovy Studanky – Red Raspberry ze Shetlandu), Renata Jaske
excellent (1632) BAJA Wspólny Dom, sable&white, 29.04.2005, 73962/I/05, PKR.I-56639,
(Cataway`s Rising Sun – Cher Gold Kulczyna Chatka), Anna Tomczyk
excellent (1633) BEAUIFULL MILKY MADAM Asketila, sable&white, 20.05.2004,
12474/XV/04, PKR.I-54186, (Highland Rouge ze Shetlandu – Ivet Asketila), Krystyna
Dylong
excellent (1634) BLACK MAGIC WOMAN Bialkan, tricolor, 19.09.2004, 7469/VI/04,
PKR.I-57274 (Laveli Endzhel VASILEK –LITTLE QUEEN Bialkan), Anna Hryniewicka
excellent (1635) BLUE BARYNIA of Silver-Shadow, blue-merle, 19.11.2003, VDH/CFBRH
16735, (Fantomas Black of Silver Shadow – Quite a Blue Lady of Silver Shadow), Ursula
Langer
excellent (1636) Cascaya’s FIBI OF BIENSGARDEN, blue-merle, 20.05.2004, VDH/ZBRH
17153, (Halef vom Aueneck – Cascaya’s Dana), Hans Bien
excellent (1640) Cascaya’s FRENZI, blue-merle, 20.05.2004, VDH/ZBRH 17154, (Halef
vom Aueneck – Cascaya’s Dana), Chris Gröteke
excellent (1650) Dawnville YOU BETTA HAVE LOOK, blue-merle, 06.05.2004, NHSB
2507313, (Hillacre High on Style – Dawnville Queen of Spades), A. Van Zal-De Vries
excellent (1641) HAPPY CHANCE z Dablovy Studanky, blue-merle, 28.11.2002,
CMKU/SHE/5306/02/05, (Lundecock’s Scarface – Carmen Merydor), Marie Scebelova
excellent (1642) INDIANA z Puli Szczescia, sable, 20.05.2004, 39556/VIII/04, PKR.I-65926
(Spark Stanica Marwita – Dixi z Puli Szczescia), Piotr Janicki
excellent (1643) KENIA Raj dla Zwierzat, sable, 02.05.2003, 23907/II/03, PKR.I-52564
(HIGHLAND ROUGE ze Shetlandu - FESTNA LENTE Duma Tary), Ewa Sroga
excellent (1639) Marvitholl FANCY, blue-merle, 12.10.2003, RKF 1464491, (Marvitholl
Don Juan - Marvitholl Lady Catty), M. Tsariuk
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excellent (1649) XANTINA Zlocista Perla, tricolor, 26.09.2002, 6500/VI/02, PKR.I-50220,
(Symply Best Bialkan – Astra Swietlisty Szlak), Barbara Stasiak
excellent (1651) ZUZI Czar Podbeskidzia, sable, 03.06.2004, 71928/I/04, PKR.I-54582
(Laveli Endzhel VASILEK - MAGNIFIKA Psia Mania), Joanna Kapkowska
very good (1637) CHERRY ZETLAND SPARK, red&white, 05.10.2003, UA.UKU.
001370/05, (Cheryldene Cerenova – Joconda’s Smile Sable Sympathy), S. Migal
very good (1644) Lustrous LAMBERTA AT POLCOLLAND, tricolor, 29.01.2004,
71399/i/04, PKR.I-53740 (Valerina Ross Marsel - Lustrous Isabel), Agnieszka Fortaszewska
--- (1645) Gentle Rose LITTLE HOPE, silver&white, 16.05.2004, RKF 1593727, (Brilyn
Perfect Fibish – Sommerville Silent Witness), S. Yazvinskaya
--- (1646) NELA Sniada Maskotka, sable&white, 31.10.2004, 72503/I/04, PKR.I-55098
(Cataway’s RISING SUN – MAJA Sniada Maskotka), Iwona Kowalczyk
Champion class

excellent 1, World Winner, Winner of Poland , CACIB, CAC (1671) Ch.FI Carmylie
TRIUMPH AT MEI DAN, blue-merle, 12.05.2004, FIN 16169/05, (Kambria Krayola –
Carmylie Before Dawn), Nada Kajander
excellent 2 (1652) Ch.D-VDH AMICA FIDELIS de Via Balanea, tricolor, 07.10.2003,
VDH/ZBRH 16675, (Little Foxy of Stonestreet – Easy in brown from Goat Valley), Angela,
Gunther Heidenwolf
excellent 3 (1658) Ch.Pl, Ml.Ch.PL EMI z Puli Szczescia, sable, 01.04.2001, PKR. I-38557
(Ch.Trademark`s Run for the Rose – Dixi z Puli Szczescia), Jaroslaw Bajczyk
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excellent 4 (1667) Ch.FI,SE,EE, Ml.Zw.Eu.’03, Zw.FI’04, Zw.EE’04 Kuukivi PAIKE,
blue-merle, 18.10.2002, FIN 14322/03, (Bermarks Pride’n Preseuce – Kuukivi Kallike), S.
Kalvia, M. Axi
excellent (1653) Ml.Ch.PL, Ch.PL BERGENIA Magiczny Ogród, sable&white, 10.03.2003,
27459/XXII/03, PKR.I-51705, (Highland Rogue ze Shetlandu – Kliwia Asketila), Ewa
Kudukis
excellent (1654) Ch.PL BESSY Magiczny Ogród, sable&white, 10.03.2003, 38422/VIII/03,
PKR.I-52260, (Highland Rogue ze Shetlandu – Kliwia Asketila), Lidia Nowak
excellent (1655) Ch.PL BRIGHT AND BREZZY Vesca Montana, sable, 19.06.2004,
12011/XXI/04, PKR.I-54511, (SHOW ON Casidi - GOLDEN QUEEN Vesca Montana),
Monika Tuliszewska
excellent (1656) Ch.MD,RU, Ch.KI.RU CHARMING MELODY iz Grafskogo Pomestija,
sable&white, 11.11.2002, RKF 1329514, (Arcot Just a Moment – Valerina Ross Grenlandia),
N. Kazarinova
excellent (1657) Ch.CZ EVENING STAR z Dablovy Studanky, gold, 01.03.2002,
CMKU/SHE/5102/02, (Graf Line Geylint at Valerina Ross – Yellow Doll z Dablovy
Studanky), Vlasta Liskova
excellent (1660) Int.Ch, CH.PL, Ml.Ch.PL GOLDEN MOONLIGHT Vesca Montana, ,
sable&white, 16.11.2000, PKR I-38139 (Int.Ch.,Ch.Pl. Cataway’s RISING SUN - Int.Ch, Ch.
PL, Ch USA Cataway Born To Be Wild), Anna Kowalska
excellent (1661) Int.Ch,Ch.NL GRANDGABLES TRI A POSE, tricolor, 04.06.2002, NHSB
2459232, (Grandgables Zulu Warrior – Winaways Strike a Pose), Marcella Koenen
excellent (1662) Ml.Ch.PL, Ch.Pl. KAMA Raj dla Zwierzat, tricolor, 02.05.2003, PKR I52563 (Ch.PL Ml.Ch.PL HIGHLAND ROUGE ze Shetlandu - FESTINA LENTE Duma
Tary), Ewa Sroga
excellent (1663) Int.Ch. LANA ‘t Wijnmeer, sable&white, 27.07.1998, NHSB 2196477,
(Mister Magoo of Blue Tails – Claudette ‚t Wijnmeer), J. van Zandvoort
excellent (1664) LITTLE QUEEN of Bialkan, sable, 01.05.2001, PKR I-48737 (Ch.PL
Trademark’s RUN FOR THE ROSES - Ch.PL CHINATOWN GIRL of Bialkan), Anna
Hryniewicka
excellent (1666) Ch.PL MONA z Palacyku Szustra, sable&white, 17.06.2001, 66308/I/01,
PKR.I-48877, (Cataway’s Rising Sun – Diana z Liszek), Joanna Kapkowska
excellent (1668) Ch.PL POPKINS MARRY Polcolland, sable, 24.01.2001, PKR. I-48376
(Ch.Pl. Trademark’s RUN FOR THE ROSES – ANGEL MELODY Polcolland), Franciszek
Bones
excellent (1669) Int.Ch, Ch.PL, LT PRIMA GLORIA z Kojca Coli, sable&white, 23.01.2003,
21538/VII/03, PKR.I-51476, (Highland Rogue ze Shetlandu - Quanti Olive Asketila),
E.Kubrak
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excellent (1670) Ch.PL, Ml.Ch.PL ROXA Asketila, sable&white, 15.04.2000, PKR I-37407
(Ch Highland Rogue ze Shetlandu - Ch. Ivet Asketila), Jadwiga Wisniewska
very good (1665) Ch.PL MEGAN BIS Casidi, sable, 16.04.2000, PKR I-36658 (SHOW ON
Casidi - MEGI Kropelka Oceanu), Roman Statucki
Veteran class

excellent 1 (1676) SHARON Kropelka Oceanu Ml.Ch.Pl, Ch.Pl, sable, 19.07.1997, PKR I–
28961, (Int.Ch. Cataway’s MOST HAPPY FELLA – JENNY Kropelka Oceanu), Monika
Tuliszewska
excellent 2 (1674) BELLA Kropelka Oceanu (Ml.Ch.Pl, Ch.Pl, Int.Ch.), sable&white,
08.04.1998r, PKR I–30730, (Ch.Pl, Int.Ch Cataway's MOST HAPPY FELLA – JENNY
Kropelka Oceanu), Barbara Cisowska
excellent 3 (1672) ARAMAICAJADE, sable&white, 06.03.1998, LOI 98/137434, (Tesoro
Wish Upon a Star – Landover’s Enfys), Bruno Bertanini
excellent 4 (1675) BUSY AS ASUALY Auksveitis, tricolor, 09.06.1994, LSVK/SS 0038/94,
(Mini Delicate Dessert Fantazija(LKD) – Alos Little Golden Grage), Daiva Zilinskiene
excellent (1673) BALMY Asketila(Ch.PL), sable&white, 07.12.1993, PKR I-19111 (Int.Ch.
Cindahope Kylene Show Off – Circa Gwiazda Zatraty), Jacek Piatek
Results: ZKwP O/Poznan
Photo: Joanna Adamowska, Ewa Kubrak
Helena Kabala
Lovesome Sheltie
www.sheltie.com.pl
& Portal Sheltie
http://little-star.strefa.pl
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ADVERTISEMENT

GLORYTANIA
We are happy to introducing you our charming shelties which we love very much.
JUN.CH.,RUS.CH.

Glorytania Armani Black *Black* born.4/02/05
A tri‐colour dog of great beauty.Correct for size and shape. Excels in head quality with sweet expression.
truly a very handsome dog. Perfect dentition and sound temperament.
Sire: 5‐x CAC Landover Big Brother [GB] cea/pra‐ clear [Verelcroft Urchin at Malaroc cea‐
clear & Landovers Meannmark Georgia Brown cea‐clear]
Dam: Rus.Ch.Gentle Rouse Zanetta [ Rus.Ch.,Bel,Club.Ch.Lynaire Boy Blue [GB] & Withe
Coastals Little Emblem of Norge[Est]
Owner:T.Jukova, Kemerovo,Russland

We offer: Sheltie puppies, born 17.10.2006,
in a litter there are 3 sable and white puppies (bitches) of great
beauty.

Rus.Ch.Gentle Rouse Zanetta (L on photo)+ Glorytania Armani Black (r)

pedigree:
Sire:Jun.Ch,Rus.Ch. Glorytania Armani Black[Landover Big Brother [GB]&
Rus.Ch.Gentle Rouse Zanetta]

Dam:4-x CAC.,2-xCC Topstyle Venecianskaja Krasavitsa
[Int.Ch,WW96,Italy,Hung,Rus.Ch. Brilyn Perfect Finish[GB] & Rus.Ch.Scandyline English Rouse[Est]

BEST PUPPY-2004.,3-xJun.CAC.,2-x CAC
AVGUSTEISHAJA OSOBA IZ GRAFSKOGO POMESTJA *Sandra* born.27/02/04
Sire:J.Gb.Ch,Gr.Ch,Rus.Ch,Club.Ch. Arcot Just a Moment [GB][GB.Ch.Crisanbee Goldsmith
at Myriehewe & Arcot Precious Moments]
Dam:2-xCAC Valerina Ross Daniya [ Arcot Just a Moment [GB] & Rus.Ch.,Club.Ch. Lynaire
Bewiched [GB]]
In 2007 year we await Sandras first puppies
We are always glad to get acquainted and communicate with those who are interested in
our dogs.We are always glad to have new friends!
If you are interested in buying our puppies, we are ready to help with sending of
puppies and sending of dokuments.

BEST WISHES TO EVERYONE FOR 2007
TATJANA ORLIKOVA
“GLORYTANIA”

President of Kemerovo - Department of Nationale Club Sheltie of Russia
ul. Mitchurina 35-28, Kemerovo, 650055, RUSSIA
Telephone:+384-2-28-82-72, Telephon/fax: + 384-2-36-22-47, 31-43-75(travel agency)
e-mail:t.glorytania@mail.ru
aldonsa0506@mail.ru
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September 30 & October 1,1925
Alexandra Palace, Show
“Farburn Adjutant, a very typical Sheltie, with beautiful body and good action, legs
and feet; he showed well, and his ears are not only correctly placed, but he used them; he ran
through all his classes and eventually took the dog certificate. Dondy Cyrus, a beautiful fullyheaded dog with grand action and tail carriage, though when standing still he holds one hock
rather funnily; he has real Collie coat, and he also made the most of himself. Kilravock
Goldfinder, I don't know what she might have done in this class had she shown well, as she is
a lovely little Collie with grand action and very nice size; a real taking Sheltie, which later
won the bitch certificate, and will, I imagine win a few more yet. Ptolemy was one of the
good showers; a black and tan, not quite so fine in skull as the leaders, but possessing very
good body and legs and has supple action. Jan of Greyhill is very typical, lovely head, coat
and body. Holly of Greyhill, another taking little Collies with very good movement. Dondy
Primrose a well proportioned black and tan with nice outline and movement, strong back and
hindquarters, lonk taking head; she showed much better
in this class than in puppies. Lassie of Mountfort, a
glorious sable and white with a perfect coat, legs, feet,
beautifully shaped body, she is not quite so good in
skull as those above her, and though she moved with
absolute soundness, she carried her tail very gaily, and
that was one of the faults which the failing light did not
hide. Some other exhibits lost rather heavily for this
same handicap, which perhaps I pay too much attention
to, but to me it spoils the picture. Redbraes Magda, a
long headed tricolour, lovely action bone and body…”
September 26, Edinburgh Caledonian Canine Society
“Redbraes Magda; neat ears, good body and coat, nice size, and very sound, Glenugie
Roy good coat, nice head and ears, shade big. Glenugie Myra, nice showy black and tan,
hardly so nice in head. Glenugie Bess, black and tan, fair body and coat, shorter in head.”
Edinburgh Championship Show, Mr. Rae Judge
“The entry of 63 under Mr. Rae shows to what extent the island dog is taking
on. The judge gave every exhibit a full test, and
I should think fully appreciated the splendid
entry accorded him. Farburn Adjutant, a lovely
sable and white, long clean flat head, good eyes and well
carried ears, sound, and just the size, grand legs and feet,
tail well carried. Chestnut Lucky Boy, has grand Collie
expression, well-made head, carried his ears a trifle high,
grand tricolour coat, fair front, good size, well-carried tail.
Fairgarth Funzie, on nice racy lines, good legs and feet,
fine length of head, not in best coat. Jan of Greyhill not in
very good coat, a tricolour, good head, nice eyes, good
size, a bit shy. Redbraes Magda, rare colour, excelling in Collie character, beautiful head,
well-made body of the right size and good coat. Kilravock Goldfinder, a very nice sable,
quality head and eyes, good bone and body, did not make the most of herself. Helensdale
Trix, good length of head, quality tricolour coat, carries ears well and moves soundly.
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Eltham Park Evelyn, a good tricolour bitch, heavy coat, long sweet head, and well-carried
ears, good size and sound. Bonnie Prince,
rare coat bloom, just size enough, long head,
and well-carried ears, good bone. Chestnut
Blossom, grand coated tricolour splendid
made head of good length, carries ears well
and good size, nice tail carriage. Redbraes
Magda won the certificate for bitches and
special for best in show. Farburn Adjutant
won the certificate for dogs.-Forbes Grant.”

November 12, 1925, Alexandra Palace, W.
M. Saunders, Judge
“Eltham Park Eureka, about the best
Sheltie that has yet been produced, excelling in head, foreface, eyes and ears with grand coat
and the ideal size, ran through all his classes to championship. Farburn Adjutant, the K.C.
and S.K.C. championship winner, fails in ears and expression. Kilravock Goldfinder, another
quality puppy with true Collie character. Dusk of Destiny, a really nice tricolour with good
head and foreface. Hector of Woolpits, another tricolour, fair head and ears and good coat.
Novice-the only new face was Eltham Park Elfreda, another quality young bitch with true
Collie outlook.”
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«Russian landing» in the World Dog Show-2006
19 Russian participants have taken part in the World championship in Poznan. For the first
time the supreme title has been awarded sheltie with the Russian breeding! Three more dogs
from Russia (all - the Russian breeding) have won titles JWW, Jun Vice-Champion and ViceChampion.

WW’06 + BOB (male) MARVITHOLL PLAY BOY (Rockaround Night Ranger –
Marvitholl Peppilota), br. Tsaryuk M., ow. T. Sycheva., St-Petersburg
<<< Vice-Champion (female)
ROMASHEV’S GALATEYA
DLYA GRAFSKOGO
POMESTYA (Blenmerrow
Barnаby – Lapochka Dochka iz
Grafskogo Pomestya),
br.Romasheva J., ow.Grafshina
G., Mosc. Reg.
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JWW’06 (male) LAKNEST
OCEAN OF LOVE (Brilyn
Leading Ways - Laknest Lady
Laik), br. L. Zhavoronok, ow.
Bodunkova, Mosk. reg >>>

<<< Jun Vice-Champion (female) JULIA’S
STYLE LADY IN BLACK (Lovelas iz
Grafskogo Pomestya – Gospozha Udacha)
br.&ow. J.Sidorova, Samara

CW
(open - female) DIPPERSMOOR DAWDLE
(Mohnesee The Sorcerer – Dippersmoor Disorderly) ow.
Jazvinskaya S., Krasnoyarsk >>>
<<< CW-4 (junior – female) JEWEL
ADORNMENT IZ GRAFSKOGO
POMESTYA (Venskiy Vals iz Grafskogo
Pomestya – Koldovskaya Lyubov’ iz Grafskogo
Pomestya) br&ow. Grafshina G., Mosc.reg.

exc. (open – male) VACHERIN CHANTILLY DES ROMARINS
DE MAYERLING (Navarino of Silver Shadow - Tres Bloody
Mary des Romarins de Mayerling), br. Sandrine Altier, ow.
Gordeeva, Serpukhov, Mosk.reg. >>>
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<<< exc. (Champion – male) FLAFI
SNOU INVISIBLE BOY (Lynaire
Boy Blue - Eyeful), br.&ow. Yulia
Gunn, Novosibirsk
exc. (Champion – male) LANDYSH
SEREBRISTY IZ GRAFSKOGO
POMESTIJA (Faradale Frisbee for
Grandgables - Lynaire Sapphire Blue),
br. G. Grafshina, ow. J. Romasheva,
St-Petersburg

exc. (Champion – male) MAGIC BLACK DIAMOND
IZ GRAFSKOGO POMESTIJA (Japaro Tri to Resist Lynaire Sapphire Blue), br. G.Grafshina, ow. O.
Kosarskaya, Serpukhov, Mosk.reg >>>

<<< exc. (Champion – male) MARVITHOLL
MAXIMUS (Marvitholl Starlet - Marvitholl Lady
Catty), br. M. Tsaryuk, ow. I. Zamyatina, St-Petersburg

exc. (Champion – male) MARVITHOLL
PICASSO (Rockaround Night Ranger
- Marvitholl Peppilota), br. M.Tsaryuk, ow. S.
Passekova, St-Petersburg >>>
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<<< exc. (middle - female) ROMASHEV’S GLORIA
DEY DLYA LUSTROUS (Blenmerrow Barnaby –
Lapochka Dochka iz Grafskogo Pomestya) br.
J.Romasheva, ow. O.Kosarskaya, Serpukhov, Mosc.reg.

exc. (open – female) MARVITHOLL
FANCY (Marvitholl Don Juan –
Marvitholl Lady Catty) br.&ow.
M.Tsaryuk >>>

photos by Vera Fedorova, Julia Sidorova, Svetlana Valoueva, Jury Rudenkov and
http://www.fotosik.pl/pokaz_obrazek/pelny/85cd809b74c8689b.html
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Hello,

Greetings from The Netherlands....

My name is Betsy van Nijen, together with my daughter Patricia
We own kennel Secret Mystery...in The Netherlands..
We own Shelties since 1988
but breed and show them only since 2002.
During these 4 years we have been quite successful and nearly all our dogs have gained a
Championtitle or a reserve title..
Tess became a champion and BOB in 2006. Her pedigree is fully English.
Tess: Secret Mystery`s "Sweet Temptation"(l)

Joya: Secret Mystery "Dressed for Joy "(r)

Joya became a champion in 2005. Her pedigree is a mix of English and American
Pedigrees, just as the pedigree of her brother Mitch.
Mitch is a wonderful show dog and became 2nd at the Dutch Sheltie Club’s special
Show in 2006 in breeder’s class.
Mitch:Secret Mystery "Dressed to Pleasure"

However, breeding and showing do not always
have top priority in our lives.
We very much enjoy working with our dogs….
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We enjoy…agility—fly ball---obedience---herding---and fun games

Only recently we imported an Am/Can male puppy.
We hope that he will grow out into a star and that he will be able
to contribute a positive donation to our breeding stock.

We wish all readers a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year....
Betsy and Patricia,
The Netherlands
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”Baby” on tour.......

Text: Arnhild Carlsen, Kennel Croft
Pictures: Charles Feijen
Already before Croft’s Roll Over Lay Down “Baby” was born in December 2005, we had
decided to travel to Portugal for a period. When she reached 3 months of age it was therefore
needed to start her rabies-vaccination program, and she finished that with a blood-test just in
time before we left Norway in the beginning of October 2006. The adults also finished their
vaccinations, and all passed the titter-tests to be able to return to Norway again after the stay
abroad. 6 Shelties, 1 Drent and 2 old Persian Cats went on the move together with us, and it
was quite a funny sight when the car was packed, the caravan hooked on, and we finally went
on the road. The last 2 puppies from our Summer-litters were delivered to new, happy owners
on the way to the ferry in Kristiansand. One sheltie went off the load at friends in France, and
the rest of the gang continued the journey through Europe.
We drove through Denmark with one day stop, then to Germany for 5 days. This long stop
was not planned, but the caravan broke down and we needed to have the brakes repaired
before we could go further. After two nights in Luxemburg, we did a long distance to our
friends under the Alps in France. We had a nice stay with Laure and Cederic at kennel
Lblorece, their 4 children and a bunch of shelties for 4 days.
The journey continued through France with one stop in
Toulouse, then to Valladolid in Spain and finally we reached
Portugal the 18.th.of
October 2006. After 14
days and almost 5000 km
on the roads. The
animals just loved the trip, and they behaved extremely
well all the time.
Well settled in Portugal with our little zoo, a big
amount of cages, dog-fences and even an own dog-yard
for the Drent, we looked forward to experience the new
environment.
It started with a heavy storm the first day, and to put up everything became a real challenge.
The storm, thunder and flooding, continued for 14 days, it has not been worse here in human
memory. At nights we were out in our underwear plugging storm-straps, and we still can’t
believe that the tent survived the first weeks. Wet dogs, wet clothes, dirty shoes, even the
beddings got muddy in the end. The dream about summer and sun faded out as the days went
on, but finally it broke through. At last we were able to see what lovely country Portugal is,
and what a beautiful nature we have around us.
Where we live we can take the dogs on long walks,
running free every day, and they enjoy. They are on
the run for kilometres every day, and the hunting-dog
Dronnia trains hunting for partridges in the bushes.
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One of the purposes to go to Portugal beside this was of course to visit dog-shows.
We had entered the first 3 shows already before we left Norway,
and the first one was held the 19.th.of November in Braga. This is a
lovely city up North, close to the Spanish border. Our biggest
problem was how to bath the dogs before the show. From the red
earth and all the rain, they were totally
yellowish pink in the white. I had to
dig in my grooming-bag for a good
shampoo, and we took the dogs down
to the river near by. It was a warm
sunny day with 25 warm degrees, so
the show-bath became a success.
I think we might be the first ones bathing dogs for show in the
River Mira with turtles swimming around….
We had to pack the car again, and drive 600 kilometres from where we live in the middle of
the South. On the way to this show, another storm showed up, and we reached our destination
at ten the night before the show. We drove through the Douro-valley, and got lost 200
kilometres from Braga in the dark and rain, despite our always reliable GPS. It was raining
cats and dogs, and the apartment we had hired was just as wet inside as outside. When we
woke up in the morning the bed was floating in water, and it was totally impossible to have
the woodstove to burn because of the humidity. Everything is relative; our first plan was to
sleep in the car. That would have been impossible.
We headed for the show early in the morning, and
benched by the ring as the first exhibitors that day.
What a show the Portuguese can make. It was a
lovely show-hall, beautifully decorated and with a
lot of stands. The people were friendly and helpful,
and took extremely good care of us crazy people
driving 5600 kilometres to enter our dogs. Even
before we entered the hall it was already known that
it was a car outside with green Norwegian licenseplates….the Vikings had arrived.
It is extremely exciting to enter a show in a new country, to see their dogs and study the rules
and the judging.
This first show we had only entered two shelties in open and junior, since it was a national
show and we needed CC`s only. The champions were no use to enter, as they are going for
their missing Cacibs later to try to become International champions.
Our Drent was also entered in open class as she has just passed the age of 2 years. Both our
breeds went for the same judge in the same ring. The shelties were called in first. Baby had
not been to shows since 2 months, so I was very curious about her behaviour. The judge was a
sweet lady from Latvia, and she gave Baby a wonderful critic and Ex1. After her it was her
mother Sheltibo`s Dirty Diva’s turn, and also she got a lovely judging and the CC. The rules
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here say that a junior can not have a CC. Charles and I
entered the ring again for Best of Breed with both the
girls, and the judge told she liked both, but she preferred
the youngest.
Baby became Best of Breed, and had to enter the big ring
later in the day. Dronnia Drent was next, and also she got
her CC and BOB. It has to be mentioned that we had the
only shelties and Drent at this show, so they had no
competition in the breed. The comfort was that the judges
were very experienced sheltie-judges, often judging the
breed in several countries.

After the judging we spent the rest of the day looking at the other breeds, a pleasant and
exciting thing to do. Some special things are pictured in my mind….All the beautiful,
muscular dogs of much better size than in Norway. Most of the dogs in wonderful condition
and show-preparation. The unforgettable wild double-handling of the Rottweilers. All the
chalking. And last….the Golden Retriever that got a boost of something from a big brown
bottle before entering the group-ring…. What was in the bottle we don’t know…but it
reminded very much of cognac….The dog got a happy, smiling expression and entered the
ring with great comfort. The handler’s steward wrapped the bottle in a towel, and left the
collection-ring as if nothing had happened. I would like to see something like that happen at a
show in Norway.
Before two in the afternoon 2500 persons already passed the gate just to look at the show. It
was so fun to watch them enjoying the dogs, and especially the shelties which is not a very
common breed down here.
We expected the big rings to start around three, since the arrangers started to prepare. We
waited and waited and nothing happened. Then we got to know that is was a lot of special
shows at the showground after the ordinary judging finished. In the mean time they had a lot
of entertainments, with music and the fire-brigade and dog-clubs showing their working-dogs.
It was show of high class and very nice for the people to watch. Then we understood why it
was so many people coming just to have a look. This was much more than just CCs and a
dog-show.
Finally after a lot of music and fanfares, it was time for the group-finales. They started with a
Best in Show competition between the promising juniors that can’t take a CC yet. It was split
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up into males and bitches. We had really no idea what was going on, but thanks to a very nice
steward, he asked me to enter the ring when the junior-bitches had to enter. Baby was already

scheduled as winner of the breed. While waiting in the collection-ring a man came with an
ID-scanner and scanned all the dogs. On our numbers it was also put up the id-number on
each dog, so easy for him to see that correct dog was in the ring. Entering a big ring with
several thousands of people watching, gave me a little bit of heart-beat. I don’t think I ever
experienced anything like it….and also the music as we walked in made it very serious.
We lined up the best we could, and another Latvian judge was to pick the best junior-bitch…It
was almost 30 different dogs and breeds in the ring…so Baby and me both felt a little lost.
She had to choose a few she wanted to look closer at, and we were called in to the middle.
She wanted to keep 3 dogs for the BIS, and I could not believe my eyes when we became
2.nd.Best In Show junior of that many.

Well out again in the collecting-ring, we started to get a bit worried. Since we don’t speak one
word Portuguese, we had to follow everything very carefully. The steward was patient with
me and all my questions, and in the end I felt it was most secure just to stay in the collecting
ring all the time. Finally he tapped me on my shoulder with a big smile, and we were shown
the place for entering the group 1-ring. It was 10 lovely breeds in total, and as usual we
looked at it as a bonus with a placement, and nothing else.
The third Latvian judge was judging the group, and to our big surprise we won! I have never
been so happy in my whole life. During the picturing, the judge told me that she had shelties
15 years ago and she loved Baby. The Baby itself was totally unaffected, only looking curious
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on all the mess around her. Charles entered group 7 with Dronnia, and he handled her
beautifully to a 2.nd. in Group. What a day!
I wondered how Baby would behave when she had to enter for Best in Show, only 11 months
old and not been to that many shows before. As the winner of group 1 we had first place on
the line for entering. We were placed straight under two big loud-speakers with extremely
high music and she had a big
Molosser from group 2 in her
bum…..but still totally unaffected.
That is the effort of a puppy growing
up with a big Drent in the house.
We were not picked out among the 3
final Best in Show winners, but that
was very ok. The 3 winners were
lovely adults and some most winning
during the year in Portugal.
The show ended at 19.30 in the
evening, and a long, worky day was
over for both people and dogs. When
we started to pack our things and go home, we could just forget about it. All the public came
to say hello to the little Baby, and it was wonderful to hear them praising the breed and the
sheltie-girls so much. I don’t know how many children stood in a queue to pet Baby’s head
and soft coat. That made our day something special.
Well home in the hired apartment, it was wetter than ever. During the day a big thunderstorm
passed the area. The conditions were not very good for my asthma, especially since the walls
in the bedroom were full of fungus. I spent the night mostly sitting in bed with my in-healer,
and early in the morning I packed all our things and wanted to go home. Our intention was to
stay in Braga for one more day to visit the city, but the wise thing to do was to go back to the
South and hope for dryer weather.

It did not become better……400 ml of a yearly amount of 700 ml average fell during 4
weeks. I cried and cleaned dog-beddings by my hands in the pissing rain. The good thing
after all was that we could spend the days in the car visiting the most of South Portugal.
Driving from South to West we saw a lot of the country, and it is a memory for life.
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3 weeks later the dogs were entered for the next two-day Christmas-show in Bathala, a small,
beautiful city between Lisbon and Porto. This time we booked a nice hotel, to be sure to keep
dry.

Monastery of Batalha
14th century (view
from our hotel)

On Saturday the
9.th.of December it
was a special-show
for herding dogs in
group 1 with the
needed CC - CQ,
and Sunday an
International show
for all breeds. The show on Saturday started 14.00 in the afternoon, so we could leave from
home the same morning. In fact it was a huge animal-exhibition that weekend beside the dogshow, and also a cat-show in the same hall. We were as usual in good time, and entered the
hall when it opened. Also this time the hall was beautifully decorated, and it was possible to
see everything from dogs, cats, birds, fish and even ducks and chickens, a wonderful
atmosphere and exciting for both us and the public.
The Portuguese Collie Club held the show we had entered.
We had an appointment meeting Dutch and Portuguese
friends, and got really worried when the time went on and
nobody showed up. Neither did the judge and the steward,
but experienced from last show, we had learned just to wait
patient. Lucky for our late friends, the judging finally
started at 15.30, this is Portugal, finally all on their places.
With 4 dogs entered, we soon realized that we had a big
problem in the winner-classes, only the two of us to handle. After a quick look in the
catalogue we saw that Lucille was entered as a champion male, instead of female. Diva was
not entered at all, and she was the one that needed the CC that day. Thanks to a lovely
president in the Collie-club he managed to solve the
misunderstandings, and the judge accepted the late entry of her.
The judge for the day came all the way from Slovenia, and our
Portuguese friend had the job as a steward. In total around 12
shelties were entered, several from France.
Baby went in as the only junior, and got her excellent. Diva next in
open class, she got excellent and 2.nd with the reserve CC. Our
Dutch friend got the CC on her beautiful blue bitch, and by that
became a Portuguese champion. We were all extremely happy for that.
Our 2 champions Lucille and Nana got their excellent and Lucille won champion
class. We managed to handle since Diva and Nana went out of the last competition.
Best dog and CC went to a tricolour male from France. Best bitch and Best of Breed
our Baby, with Manouk the blue bitch on 2nd. Lucille on 3rd and blue French bitch at
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4th.
The shelties were last breed in the ring, so we went directly with Baby to best In Show. The
judge went over the dogs again, and we had to run several rounds before he made his
decision. On 4th. he put up a border-collie, on third a rough collie, Baby on 2nd. And a lovely
bearded collie on first. To become 2nd. Best in Show was just a fairytale. The winner was
multi-champion and really a wonderful dog.

The trophee Baby got was marvellous, and it will fit well in her already quite nice collection.
After the show finished we had an extremely nice time with champagne and food at the showground. It took hours
before we manage to pack
and go to the hotel, but
nothing is nicer than a
party with happy, good
friends. Our Portuguese
friend’s sheltie-puppy
also got Best in Show
puppy, a lot to celebrate.
On Sunday we had entered 3 dogs, and also this day it was a mess. Lucille again entered as a
male, and Nana first entered as Champion bitch, was put up in Open Class. We managed to
change Lucille into the bitches, but Nana could better enter in Open since that is also possible.
This day was not as big success for us as the day before. CC, Cacib and BOB went to the blue
French bitch, and Baby became 2nd. Best Bitch. Lucille got the
reserve Cacib and Nana was 2nd. In Open with reserve CC. All with
excellent. The tricolour male from France got the CC and Cacib and
BOS as the day before. It is also nice that the winning divides a bit.
Our Drent Dronnia got what she needed CC, Cacib and BOB. That
finally made the day for us.
We had a lovely stay in the hotel until Monday, when we visited a
monastery from the 14th century, and afterwards drove along the
west-coast back to the South.
Congrats both !!
Next show in Portugal for our girls will be in the end of January, and the weekend after a
double-show in Granada in Spain. The show must go on……
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We hope you have enjoyed reading this third issue of the United Shelties Magazine.
The next issue is scheduled for March 2007.
Yes I hear you ask, would it be possible for me to send something to have published in the
magazine ?
That is possible indeed ! Send an email to : editor@unitedshelties.net and we can work
something out.
To finish with. I found this postcard in my collection.
The old saint Nick…………
very different from the Coca-Cola man….
Charles Feijen
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